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Writing a press release seems like an easy task at � rst 
glance. However, writing a good one demands 
completely di� erent strokes on the keyboard. Below 

are a few tips that we have accumulated, collected and devel-
oped over 20 years of running an ad agency in the outdoors 
space. Some of the tips have come from professors we had 
back when we were in college, others have come from screw-
ing things up and a few have even come from having some 
press releases published for our clients that hit “home runs” 
for exposure.

   DON’T BE TOO FANCY 
If you are writing about the Urban Sombrero for the J. 

Peterman Catalog (that is for you “Seinfeld” fans), you can 
use as many adjectives and as much � u�  as you want in 

describing the subject of the press release but if you are trying 
to sell product and not win writing awards, then save all of the 
fancy copy for publications in another industry. Remember, 
the editors that are reading your press release do not care 
whether your copy reads like a novel; they want the facts and 
the � u�  can be saved for in between two slices of white bread 
with some peanut butter.

 WHAT DO EDITORS SAY?
Rob Drieslein is the president and chief editor for the 

Outdoor News Publications, a newspaper group that owns 
papers in Wisconsin, Illinois, Minnesota, Pennsylvania, New 
York, Ohio and Michigan, with a paid circulation of about 
250,000, a readership of 750,000 and weekly and biweekly 
publication schedules. Drieslein has some advice. Between 
the seven papers and eight websites, the � rm sees an 
astounding amount of press releases on a daily basis, so it 
� lters them carefully and only has so many minutes in the day 
to read through the numerous businesses that want to reach 
its readers.

“For starters, brevity is your friend,” Drieslein said. “Be 
clear about what’s new with the product and explain how that 
will help the user a� eld.”

Drieslein is a big fan of classic AP style and being straight 
to the point in a release.

“To be honest, your release probably has better odds of 
seeing publishing daylight if you stick to the facts and avoid 
jargon and adjectives,” he said. “Mark Twain allegedly once 
suggested that good writers go back through their text and 
replace every ‘very’ with ‘damn,’ then they go back again and 
delete all the expletives. Most editors will remove words like 
‘revolutionary’ and ‘incredibly.’ Those of you who paid atten-
tion during fourth grade English recognize that we’re watch-
ing for that ‘-ly’ su�  x.”

An old-school newsman, Drieslein insists on keeping 
things simple.

“Bottom line: smoother and cleaner copy requires less 
e� ort for editors,” he said. “The same applies to following AP 
style. If a release already is written in clear, concise English and 
follows AP style, it’s going to be easier for an editor to incorpo-
rate that copy into a document for publishing.”

The last thing a public relations � rm wants to do is get too 
long-winded in its copy. If you want your press release to get 
in, do not tick o�  the gatekeepers.

“What annoys me?” Drieslein said. “Long press releases 
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require me to scan or hunt through the text for the meat and 
potatoes. Make it easier on me to locate the gist and you’ve 
upped your odds that whatever you’re promoting will survive 
my delete button. I almost never encounter press release 
documents that don’t allow a simple cut-and-paste but if I did, 
it would probably be instant delete.”

If you really want to get some ink, make your press 
releases “newsworthy.” Also, make sure your images are easy 
to download and � nd.

“Be clear, perhaps via easy-to-see bolded text or bullet 
points at the bottom of the release, that a high-res image is 
attached,” Drieslein said. “It probably helps to have a picture 
of the product in the release so an editor can judge its news-
worthiness without downloading a higher-res version but be 
clear that the high-res shot is included.”

DOES AN AD SPEND WARRANT FREE PRESS?
Quality publications do not award “free press” simply 

based on an ad spend but it does not hurt. Yes, publica-
tions that value new products or events 
that will serve their readers will publish 
releases even if an ad spend does not 
happen; however, publications do tend 
to support businesses that support them 
with ads.

For instance, there are only so many 
inches of copy allowed in a print publi-
cation, so publishers will obviously give 
priority coverage to advertisers when 
there is a feature on new products. It only 
makes sense that publications award ink 
to people who still believe print media 
is a valid vehicle that reaches the right 
consumers. Websites that are hungry for 
content may give support more eagerly 
for non-advertisers but a consumer that 
pays for a subscription is a far more 
invested target for advertisers looking to 
reach consumers that have discretionary 
income they are willing to spend on new 
products.  

 HOW DO YOU START AND 
FINISH? 

Getting a press release published is 
no easy task. First and foremost, make 
sure you get to know your ad-sales rep-
resentative and have them work for you. 
Be nice; do not demand ink but make 

sure that when your media buy gets done, your sales repre-
sentative is fed press releases that complement your spend.

The editor of the publication should be getting an email, 
a call and maybe even some product to help your case in get-
ting some inches in the publication or website but they have 
their own job to do and it does not always align with ad sales. 
Get to know the editor and your sales representative so they 
know you have some skin in the game and are not just both-
ering them for free exposure.

By covering the editorial bases above, you are more likely 
to get exposure for your brand and less likely to have your 
press release deleted or passed over because you did not 
provide a user-friendly o� ering to the media vehicle targeted.

If you have concerns about writing a “proper” release, try 
to focus on the core needs of your business. If you are con-
fused as to what your press release should be, consider hiring 
an agency that has the experience and knowhow already in 
place to develop your public relations strategy. Good agen-
cies have developed relationships with the media through 
the years and understand how to leverage that relationship 
in your favor.

Editor’s Note: Dan Durbin is the co-owner of Bast Durbin 
Advertising, a full-service ad agency in the hunting, � shing 
and conservation industries for over 20 years. Bast Durbin 
specializes in media planning, public relations, social media, 
design and photography. For more information about Bast 
Durbin Advertising, go to www.bastdurbin.com.)
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